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The Challenge
Security operations centers (SOCs) are struggling to meet the demands of the evolving data 
and threat landscape. Analysts have access to only a portion of the data story—either due to 
high costs or inability to scale. Traditional, rules-based security products and manual work-
flows fail to keep pace with sophisticated threat actors. Disconnected expertise across the 
community leads to decentralized threat intelligence. The volume of alerts and the repetitive 
nature of the SOC analyst role make it difficult to retain top talent. Ultimately, SOCs must 
undergo a transformation to more effectively empower and support their analysts.

Devo 
Devo empowers analysts with visibility, speed, and context across security operations. 
Devo’s highly scalable, SaaS-native security analytics offering was built on a platform 
architected for superior speed and scale. It enables SOCs to collect, store, enhance, 
analyze, and visualize all machine data for actionable insights. With Devo, security teams 
can monitor and analyze the real-time state of their environment while taking advantage 
of historical context via forensic analysis—all in a single, integrated platform. Devo is 
available in cloud, hybrid, and on-premises deployment models.

Palo Alto Networks
The Palo Alto Networks Security Operating Platform prevents successful cyberattacks 
through intelligent automation. It combines network and endpoint security with threat 
intelligence and accurate analytics to help streamline routine tasks, automate protection, and 
prevent cyber breaches. Tight integrations across the platform and with ecosystem partners 
deliver consistent security across clouds, networks, and mobile devices, natively providing 
the right capabilities at the right place across all stages of an attack lifecycle. 

Palo Alto Networks and Devo
Integration of the Security Operating Platform with Devo enables analysts to unlock 
the true value of their security data. Security operations teams can now easily collect, 
store, enrich, analyze, and visualize all security-related data, including Palo Alto Networks 
next-generation firewalls, in one place—without overburdening the security budget. 

Key Benefits of the Integration
• Gain increased visibility with easy 

integration of real-time application, 
user, and threat data in a single, 
integrated view.

• Tap into real-time network and 
threat intelligence to analyze and en-
rich your data with relevant context.

• Investigate in seconds by querying 
and pivoting across all data for 
faster response times.

• Drive accurate decision-making 
with more comprehensive, 
 actionable insight.
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 Integrating best-in-class firewall data into Devo’s real-time plat-
form enables rapid, contextual decisions with complete visibility 
of all security data and context at the speed and scale required for 
modern security operations. Devo ingests Palo Alto Networks data 
using Syslog or HTTP/HTTPS, including traffic, threat, system and 
config log formats, for rapid correlation and analysis. Together, Palo 
Alto Networks and Devo are empowering SOCs to more quickly 
detect and respond to modern threats before they do intractable 
damage to the business. 

Use Case No. 1
Challenge
Real-time event triage and investigation are extremely difficult 
without the right tools or data.

Answer
Devo captures and correlates Palo Alto Networks NGFW data 
for complete visibility in investigative efforts. The Devo interface 
then enables filtering, pivoting, and iterating on all security 
events, improving analyst response time, accuracy, and efficiency.

Use Case No. 2 
Challenge
Investigating petabyte-scale data, identifying Patient Zero, and 
isolating a compromise requires searching and correlating months 
of network data. However, legacy tools struggle to capture new 
forms of data or scale out while maintaining fast response times.

Answer
Retrospective investigation of potential malware incidents 
with a platform that scales to petabytes to search the vast 
quantity of raw, historical data and network context from 

Palo Alto Networks helps establish Patient Zero and limits the 
scope of compromise. Devo augments Palo Alto Networks 
extensive event details with alerts to gather historical context 
through orchestration. You can look back across your Palo Alto 
 Networks data using API-driven network capture, amplifying 
your investigative signal. 

About Devo
Devo Technology is the data engine behind today’s digitally- 
driven enterprises, helping organizations maximize the economic 
and operational value of their machine data. The Devo Data 
Operations Platform delivers real-time analytics on streaming 
and historical data to turn machine data into actions that 
help enterprises achieve sustained performance and growth. 
By collecting, enhancing and analyzing machine data, Devo 
provides business-driving insights for IT, security, and business 
teams at the world’s largest organizations. For more information 
visit www.devo.com.

About Palo Alto Networks
We are the global cybersecurity leader, known for always 
challenging the security status quo. Our mission is to protect 
our way of life in the digital age by preventing successful 
cyberattacks. This has given us the privilege of safely enabling 
tens of thousands of organizations and their customers. Our 
pioneering Security Operating Platform emboldens their digital 
transformation with continuous innovation that seizes the 
latest breakthroughs in security, automation, and analytics. By 
delivering a true platform and empowering a growing ecosys-
tem of change-makers like us, we provide highly effective and 
innovative cybersecurity across clouds, networks, and mobile 
devices. Find out more at www.paloaltonetworks.com. 
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 Figure 1: Palo Alto Networks and Devo integration


